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donkey kong game super mario wiki the mario encyclopedia - donkey kong art of the arcade cabinet developer s nintendo research development 1 intelligent systems nes port nintendo research development 2 nes port ikegami tsushinki ocean software amstrad cpc zx spectrum and 1986 commodore 64 ports coleco intellivision port atarisoft 1983 commodore 64 port publisher s, donkey kong country super mario wiki the mario encyclopedia - donkey kong country is a sidescrolling platform game for the super nintendo entertainment system released in 1994 the game stars donkey kong along with his buddy diddy kong as the two travel across donkey kong island to recover their banana hoard stolen by an evil crocodile named king k rool and his kremlings the game was notable for its innovative use of pre rendered 3d cgi models, the legend of zelda ocarina of time wikipedia - the legend of zelda ocarina of time is an action adventure game developed and published by nintendo for the nintendo 64 it was released in japan and north america in november 1998 and in europe and australia the following month, the rarest and most valuable gameboy color games - the rarest and most valuable gameboy color games the original game boy is becoming a big target for collectors especially of boxed and sealed games and logically the game boy color has a number of interesting rarities due to how long nintendo kept the platform going even after the release of the game boy advance, full text of new internet archive - search the history of over 351 billion web pages on the internet
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